Processes

• Task Sharing
• Workflow History
• Deadline and Reminders
• Process Usage Analytics
• Task Duration Analytics
• Graphical Design

Forms

• Responsive Forms
• Data Export & Import
• Reporting Controls
• Digital Signatures
• Multiple data entry
• High performance

Data

• Database Modeller
• Database Localization
• XML Database
• Process Data
• File Repository
• Entity Relations

Architecture

• Multilanguage Support
• Timezone Awereness
• Clustering
• ACL Permissions
• Transaction Management
• Secure Passwords

With Emakin BPM:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Make decisions risk-free.
Share vision and information with workers.
Provides coordination and collaboration.
Take control of your business.
Use time efficiently and work quickly.
Measure before deciding.
Open communication between co-workers.
Manage big processes with small team.
Improve visibility.
Less paper work.
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Save Time

To take advantage of Emakin’s privilege you
have just 4 steps.
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Use your time more efficiently, become more
productive with everything simply laid out in
front of you.

Build your Process

Organize Your Business

When you start to use Emakin, it guides
to you and give motivation for your
growing business.

Define your Data

Use Emakin’s custom modelling tools,
define your data model.

Design your Form

Emakin has the easiest form design, thus
can make your process quickly.

Ready to Run

Emakin provides businesses to:
• Improve productivity
• Identify cost savings opportunities
• Generate new business
• Measure key performance objectives
• Analyze risks
• Predict business outcomes
• Monitor and analyze business processes
• Automate tasks
• Increase efficiency

Processes span organizational boundaries,
linking together people, information flows,
systems and other assets to create and deliver
value to customers.

Improve Customer Satisfaction
Via Emakin when you can provide customer
satisfaction, at the same time you can expand
your customer base.

Data Flow in-Apps
You can share data, so your accounting
application can be updated when you put data
into your purchasing application.

Are you ready to take advantage of
Emakin’s privilege? Try our free trial and
Run!

Integrations with Technology
Keep in step with technology with Emakin and
develop your business process in Emakin’s safely,
fast and practical platform. ners.
Emakin is based on customer satisfaction with
powerful references and your partner for long
term success.

Measure Before Deciding
Emakin provides quantifiable and believable
metric results. You can make your decision
risk-free and quickly.

